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I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of seismic methods has been developed to
image the lithosphere using the responses from distant
earthquakes. On the one hand, there are the tomographic
methods, that use either surface waves or body waves to
obtain a low-resolution velocity-variation distributions.
On the other hand, there are methods that use body
waves to obtain a reectivity image. In the later class,
especially Receiver Function (RF) methods (Wilson &
Aster, 2005), which image converted waves, are popular.
RF are successful in obtaining an estimate of the large
impedance contrasts, though the resolution is limited due
to a few practical limitations.

An attractive alternative for RF would be to apply seis-
mic interferometry (SI). Green's function retrieval or SI
refers to the principle of generating new seismic responses
by crosscorrelating seismic observations at di�erent re-
ceiver locations. This technique is frequently used for the
retrieval of surface waves between seismic stations since
pioneering work by Campillo & Paul (2003), but can in
principle be used to retrieve a complete Green's function
(Wapenaar, 2004), dependent on the distribution of ac-
tual sources. When a collection of reection responses
is obtained using SI, one for a virtual source at each
station position, a high-resolution reectivity image can
be obtained by using standard exploration-scale process-
ing (Yilmaz et al., 2000) as is shown by Draganov et al.

(2009) for an exploration-scale passive dataset. A similar
processing sequence could be used for lithospheric imag-
ing. The advantages with respect to RF imaging would
be 1) that SI can be applied on the Z-component only (de-
composition can be left out), 2) the source-time-function
deconvolution may be omitted, 3) free-surface-reected
phases are automatically used, without any model in-
formation required and 4) multiple information is sup-
pressed in the stacking process.

It was previously realized by a number of researchers
(Abe et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2006; Kumar & Bostock,
2006; Schuster et al., 2004) that SI may well be applied
to transmission responses from distant earthquakes, de-
tected by broadband seismic stations. Two relevant is-
sues were previously unaddressed, 1) irregular source dis-
tribution and 2) source-side reverberations.

In this study, we test which SI approach can be used
best to deal with an irregular illumination and -at the
same time- adequately suppresses artifacts caused by
source-side reverberations. For these tests we generate

FIG. 1 The Laramie array of broadband stations (green tri-
angles) and the local topology (colormap). The inset in the
upper right-hand corner depicts North America and the array
location.

synthetic data with similar source-side reverberation, and
illumination, characteristics as an actual dataset from the
Laramie broadband array (2000-2001).

II. MODELING

Fig. 1 shows the layout of the Laramie array. Only P-
wave data is forward modeled. Thus, the assumption is
made, that the actual data would be decomposed, or that
the Z-component would be a good estimate of the P-wave
component. For the modeling, the stations sampling is
regularized. On Fig. 2, a simpli�ed crustal model for
the subsurface under this array, is depicted. The mean
feature is a Moho at 40 km depth. This model is used for
forward modeling transmission responses in a frequency
band of 0.5-1.5 Hz.
In Wapenaar & Fokkema (2006) a SI relation is derived

for a con�guration with illumination from below and re-
ceivers on a free surface. This SI relation consists of a sur-
face integration of correlations over source positions. For
a regional array of receivers, an incoming wave caused by
a distant earthquake is by approximation a plane wave.
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FIG. 2 A simpli�ed horizontally layered velocity model for
the crust and upper mantle below the Eastern Rocky Moun-
tains. The model was derived from a refraction survey
(Chulick & Mooney, 2002)

Consequently, each global phase, e.g., P, PP, PcP and
PKP, may be treated as a separate e�ective plane-wave
source, characterized by a single rayparameter p. For
earthquakes that are more or less inline with a receiver
array, di�erent phases may be characterized with a single
horizontal rayparameter p. Thus, we rewrite the relation
from Wapenaar & Fokkema (2006) to an integration over
p:

Z
@S1

G(xA; p;�t) �G(xB; p; t)dp �

G(xA;xB;�t) +G(xA;xB; t); (1)

where G(xA; p; t) denotes the Green's function observed
at xA (one of the stations) due to a plane wave source
with rayparameter p. S is a vertical section through the
receivers and the medium of interest and @S1 is the lower
part of the enclosing line in the lower half space, see Fig.
3(a). The retrieved response G(xA;xB; t), would be the
Green's function between two receiver positions, xA and
xB. To retrieve a response between one station xA and all
the other stations, equation 1 would need to be repeated
for varying xB (Fig. 3(b)). E�ective sources on @S1
correspond to small rayparameters. These rayparameters
contribute to the retrieval of body waves at near and
intermediate o�sets.
With equation 1 both a causal and a anticausal re-

sponse is retrieved. This is explained in Fig. 4. A reec-
tion between xA and xB can be retrieved at positive times
by contributions from sources with negative p. The same
reection can be retrieved at negative times by contribu-
tions from sources with positive p. The standard proce-
dure would be to add the time-reversed anticaual result
of equation 1 to the causal result, to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio. Alternatively, the contributions from the
positive rayparameters can be time-reversed prior to in-
tegration. Hence, only a response is retrieved at positive
times, but the sampling of the integral is increased by
a factor of 2. Thus, especially when the sampling of

FIG. 3 (a) the con�guration for regional-scale seismic inter-
ferometry, an approximately layered medium with illumina-
tion from below and a recording of responses on the free sur-
face. (b) the retrieved response between the middle station
and all the other stations. Note that only the retrieved pri-
maries are depicted with rays, whereas in reality also free-
surface and internal multiples would be retrieved.

FIG. 4 The two specular rays for retrieving a reection be-
tween a station at xA and at xB.

equation 1 is just insu�cient, it is advantageous to apply
time-reversal prior to integration. In the following we
will call this the TRBI approach.
The moment tensor of an earthquake is of little rele-

vance for this application of SI, since it may be assumed
that the array lays within one focal plane. In this case,
the observed response at xA may be written as a convo-
lution of a source-time function (STF) with the Green's
function G(xA; p; t). By assigning a STF to the observed
Green's functions in equation 1, the retrieved response
will be a convolution of the Green's function between xA
and xB with a stack of autocorrelations of all individual
STF's. Through the autocorrelation, the STF's become
all zero-phase, which facilitates a successful stacking (in-
tegration), even when earthquake responses have very
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FIG. 5 A histogram distribution of the di�erent phase-
responses. Each phase response is represented by one ray-
parameter. In total there are 69 phase responses. The binsize
is 0.01 s/km.

di�erent -and very complicated- STF's.

A. Irregular source distribution

During the array's deployment, which was about half
a year, numerous high-quality earthquake responses were
recorded. As a �rst selection criteria we take responses
caused by earthquakes with a magnitude larger than 5.
We further restrict the pool by taking only responses
caused by earthquakes from within the 1st Fresnel zone
for direct waves and with acceptable data quality. We
end up with 39 earthquake responses, from which we can
extract 69 separate phase responses. The p distribution
of these e�ective sources is depicted in Fig. 5).
In Fig. 6 di�erent approaches are tested to deal with an

irregular source sampling. In (a) the reference response
is shown. This is a synthesized response for a source at
x=40 km (stations 16). A primary reection from all 4
interfaces can be distinguished. In addition, a 1st order
multiple from the upper three interfaces can be seen. (c)-
(e) are retrieved responses with equation 1 after adding
the time-reversed anticausal result to the causal part and
muting early times.
Comparing the retrieved responses (b)-(f) with the ref-

erence response (a), it can be seen that the �rst two re-
ections are not retrieved correctly for any SI approach.
Due to the limited illumination, reections from the shal-
low interfaces are not retrieved correctly (that is, with a
smaller slope than the actual reections) at large o�sets.
For this reason, early times at larger o�sets are normally
muted. In (b), nothing is done to take the source irreg-
ularity into account. Large artifacts can be seen, both
due to overillumination and underillumination. Overillu-
mination leads here to artifacts at times before an actual
reection and with a slope opposite to the actual reec-
tion. Underillumination leads here to the retrieval of the
near-o�set with smaller frequencies than the actual ones.
If the irregular spacings are approximately known, the
rayparameter domain can be divided into bins and the

FIG. 6 Responses estimated with SI, with di�erent adjust-
ments for source irregularity, compared with the reference re-
sponse (a). In (b) no adjustment is applied, in (c) binning
weights are applied, in (d) �p is taken as a weight, in (e) the
integrand is regularized using spline interpolation and in (f)
the TRBI approach is used.

traces can be weighted according to the amount of traces
per bin (c). As a binsize 1 s/km is taken (see Fig. 5). If
the source locations are well known, every trace can be
weighted by the distance to the neighboring traces (�p)
(d). Alternatively, the integrand may be regularized to a
source spacing satisfying the sampling criterion for SI (e).
The last 3 approaches (c), (d) and (e), are successful in
suppressing overillumination artifacts. The artifacts due
to underillumination are limited. For this synthetic data
with perfectly coherent events, the integrand regulariza-
tion (e) gives the best results. When the TRBI approach
is used (f) the irregularity artifacts, also the ones due
to underillumination, are suppressed. A disadvantage of
this approach is that the near o�set is not reconstructed
well, since the stationary-phase regions (Snieder, 2004)
for events in the near o�set are only partly sampled.

B. Source-side reverberations

As an input for SI, transmission responses caused by
distant earthquakes are used. With SI we aim to use the
receiver-side reverberations. Though, the transmission
responses also contain source-side reverberations. The
di�erent source-side reverberations may be described as
separate e�ective sources. E.g., a direct P-phase is fol-
lowed for most earthquakes by a pP and sP phase. The
time di�erence between P, pP and sP is often not enough
to untangle the receiver-side reverberations of these dif-
ferent phases. Therefore, SI is to be applied on a blend
of e�ective sources. Nevertheless, the application of SI
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FIG. 7 Responses estimated with SI, with di�erent adjust-
ments for source irregularity, compared with the reference re-
sponse (a). The used transmission responses contain 2 source-
side reverberations. In (b) no adjustment is applied, in (c)
binning weights are applied, in (d) �p is taken as a weight,
in (e) the integrand is regularized using spline interpolation
and in (f) the TRBI approach is used.

needs to be such, that the spurious contributions caused
by source-side reverberations are adequately suppressed.
A new synthetic dataset is created which does not only

contain an irregular distribution of e�ective sources (Fig.
5), but which also contains source-side reverberations. In
Fig. 7 again the same approaches are tested as in Fig. 6,
but now the 'blended' transmission responses are used.
For all approaches, a clear degradation of the quality
of the retrieved responses can be noted, due to the ad-
ditional crossterms. This degradation is worst for the
regularization (e). The crossterms are di�erent for each
source, thus for each trace in a correlation panel (the
integrand of equation 1). A straightforward spline in-
terpolator cannot handle the large variations from trace
to trace. This result might be signi�cantly improved by
a regularization algorithm with which random variation
between traces are suppressed, see, e.g., Zwartjes & Sac-
chi (2007). The result of binning (c) and �p (d) are
quite bad, since di�erent weights are given to the dif-
ferent cross terms in the correlation panel and therefore
these crossterms stack out less successfully than when no
weights are applied (b). The leftovers of the cross terms
can be noted here as cross-shaped artifacts. The TRBI
approach (f) gives the best results. Since no weights are
applied, the cross terms stack out similarly as for (b), but
additionally the source-sampling-irregularity artifacts are
suppressed. Again the near o�set is retrieved less success-
fully here, because of an amplitude reduction inherent to
this SI strategy.
The blended transmission responses are used to re-

FIG. 8 Zero-o�set stacks obtained from data retrieved with
SI, using di�erent adjustments for source irregularity. In (a)
no adjustment is applied, in (b) �p is taken as a weight, and
for (c) contributions from sources with positive p are time-
reversed prior to integration.

trieve 31 shotgathers, for a virtual source at each station
position. Subsequently, the retrieved shot gathers are re-
sorted to CMP (Common-Mid-Point) gathers. All CMP
gathers are NMO (Normal Move-Out) corrected with the
actual velocity model (Fig. 2 and stacked to obtain one
zero-o�set stack. This is the response as if there was a
plane wave source at the free surface. The zero-o�set
stacks for the di�erent methods are shown in Fig. 8.
The resulting stacks for binning and regularization are
left out.
Fig. 8(a) is a good estimate of the reectivity of the

subsurface. Only near zero time a spurious event can
be seen, which is caused by using only a limited illumi-
nation range. The same spurious event can be noted
in (b) and (c). The irregularity and source-blending
artifacts, which were obvious on individual shotgathers
(e.g., on Fig. 7(b)) have been suppressed. Contributions
from multiples were partly suppressed in the stacking
process. Fig. 8(b) shows the stack made with body-
wave responses that were obtained with a �p weighing
SI approach. In this stack, artifacts caused by source-
blending, remain. The stack that is made with body-
wave responses from the TRBI approach (c) is similar
to (a), though with a closer look it can be seen that the
interfaces in (c) are more smooth than in (a).
Subsequently, the zero-o�set stacks are migrated and

converted from time do depth. The resulting images
are depicted in Fig. 9. Since plane reectors were im-
aged, the migration outcomes are similar to the zero-
o�set stacks.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We studied retrieving body-wave responses between a
regional array of broadband stations using SI. SI consists
of a surface integration of correlations over source posi-
tions. It is important to obtain enough e�ective sources
from actual earthquakes to adequately sample this in-
tegral. We showed, with numerical data, that a few
months of data su�ces to select a good distribution of
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FIG. 9 Post-stack migrated and time-to-depth converted im-
ages, obtained from data retrieved with SI, using di�erent
adjustments for source irregularity. In (a) no adjustment is
applied, in (b) �p is taken as a weight, and for (c) contribu-
tions from sources with positive p are time-reversed prior to
integration.

sources, at least, when the array is more or less inline
with an earthquake belt. The irregularity of this distri-
bution introduces over- and underillumination artifacts
to the retrieved responses. These artifacts can be sup-
pressed by weighing the contributions to the integrand
with the distances between the e�ective sources, or by
regularizing the integral. When, in addition, the inu-
ence of source-side reverberations is taken into account,
a weighing strategy degrades the result. In this case, the
best reection response can be obtained when contribu-
tions from e�ective sources with positive rayparameters
are time-reversed prior to integration (TRBI approach).
We further processed the retrieved body-wave responses
to reectivity images. It turns out that, in this process,
irregularity and source-blending artifacts are su�ciently
suppressed. Only when a weighing strategy was used to
obtain the body-wave reections, source-blending arti-
facts remain. In conclusion, we can state that a straight-
forward implementation of SI su�ces if the eventual goal
is to obtain a reectivity image. If also the retrieved
body-wave responses are studied, it is better to use the
TRBI approach.
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